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From the World Leader 
In Pumping Technology 



DEEP-GROVE BALL BEARINGS have 
a calculated B-l Cl life of greater than 
100,000 hours. 

SHAFT SEALING variatrons, Including 
packed stuffing box complete with lantern 
ring and grease zerk, mechanical seal, or 
special seals are located on a solid drive 
shaft with a short overhang which 
minimizes shaft runout. The wrndow area 
of the pump IS Increased to allow easy 
access to the stuffing box. Cast Iron 
pumps are supplied with a packed stuffing 
box. Stainless steel pumps come standard 
with a hard faced single mechanical seal. 
Other optlons are available. 

SOLID DRIVE SHAFT eiimlnates any 
possibility of solids build-up. Unlike 
hollow shafts, material cannot accumulate 
or cause clogging. 

DRIVE SHAFTJoint head IS removable. 
By taking off the universal joint head, 
the shaft seal can be removed and 
re-assembled without drive shaft removal. 

SUCTION HOUSING FLANGE can be 
rotated to any of four positions in 90” 
increments. 

CONNECTING ROD IS extra long for 
extremely low angularity, resulting in 
less loadrng on the universal joint which 
provides longer joint life. 

MI0 CLEAN OUT PORTS come 
standard on larger pumps with a cast iron 
housing. Clean out ports are available on 
pumps with other metallurgy as an 
option. 

DRAIN PLUG is located at the lowest 
point on the suction houslng. This allows 
for the houslng to be completely drained. 

UNIVERSAL JOINTS are SM pin-type or 
double sealed joints on certain sizes. 
Sealed pivot-type joints are available on 
larger pumps. 

ENLARGED SUCTION HOUSING at the 
rotor end for non-restrrcted flow of heavy 
materials. 

THRU-BOLT CONSTRUCTION for easier 
maintenance, stator removal/lnstallatlon. 

STATORS are available in a wide range 
of materials including natural or synthetic 
rubbers, cast Iron, starnless steel, a wide 
variety of rigid plastics, and others. The 
inlet side of the stator IS chamfered to 
allow’for unobstructed uniform feeding to 
the rotor and stator elements. Gaskets are 
an integral part of the stator on non-rigld 
materials. 

Wetted parts are available in numerous 
materials. Housings are made of cast iron, 
rubber-coated cast iron and stainless steel. 
Rotating parts are available in mild steel, 
stainless steel or other specral metals. 
Contact factorv for other metallurov ontionc 



NETZSCH do Brazil 
Indtistria e Comercio Ltda 
BRAZIL 

Sales Office Sao Paul0 
BRAZIL 

NETZSCH Mohnopumpen GmbH 
GERMANY 

NETZSCH ASIA PACIFIC PTE ITD 
SINGAPORE 

NETZSCH (Thailand) Ltd. 
THAILAND 

NETZSCH NEMO@ - Pumps Ltd. 
GREAT BRITAIN 

NEMO@ Progressing Cavity 
Pumps IS one of four 
operatina divisions of 
N’ETZSC~ Incorporated, a 
U.S. manufacturer of 
specialized industrial 
equipment. NETZSCH Incorporated IS, rn turn, 
part of the NETZSCH Group of companies whose 
multinational manufacturing and sales facilities 
operate in I7 countries on four continents. 

With access to comprehensive global resources 
in engineering, research and development, 
NETZSCH brings our customers the optimal 
benefits of our continually advancing technology. 
NETZSCH subscribes to recognized worldwide 
standards in quality certification and process 
control. Our full capabilities in the functional 
areas of design, development, production, 
sales and service meet the highest demands 
established by the IS0 900 1 international 
Quality Guidelines. Our customers rely on this 
commitment to deliver products of absolute 
reliability and exceptional quality, 

Located in Exton, Pennsylvania, a western suburb 
of Philadelphia, our seven acre campus contains 
over 85,000 square feet with manufacturing, 
engineering, testing laboratones, marketing and 
corporate offices. Our employees assist and 
service the far reaching requirements of our 
customers throughout North America. 

HEISHIN-NETZSCH Co Ltd. 
JAPAN 

RUSSISCHE FODERATION 
RUSSIA 

Manufacturing: Higash+Monobe 
JAPAN 

--_-. NETZSCH Argentina 5. A 
ARGENTINA 

NETZSCH - Mohnooumoen GmbH 
VIETNAM 

NETZSCH LANZHOU PUMP5 Co Ltd 
CHINA 

Gebruder NETZSCH 
Maschinenfabrlk Ges. mbH & Co KG 
AUSTRIA 

1 NETZSCH F&es 5.a.r.l 
FRANCE 

NETZSCH de Colombia 
COLOMBIA 

NETZSCH lndla Prwate Ltd. 
INDIA 

_-. NETZSCH Korea Co Ltd 
KOREA 

MILANTECNICA 5.r.l. 
ITALY 

Incorporated 

1 19 Rckering Way, Exton, PA 1934 1-l 393 Tel: 6 1 o-363-80 IO Fax: 6 1 O-363-097 1 
E-mall: netzsch@netzschusa.com or nemopump@netzschusa.com 

300/04/4/O 1 5.OM Web Site: www.netzschusa.com 



TYPICAL COMPONENTS WITHIN 
A STANDARD NM SERIES PUMP 

ROTORS are available in a broad range of 
materials includrng hardened tool steel, 
chrome plated hardened tool steel, stainless 
steel and others wrth optional chrome 
plating. NEMO@ CERATEP is also available 
in various sizes. 

DISCHARGE FLANGE is a standard 
connection matched to the individual pump 
discharge pressures. Flanges are sized to 
ensure self-cleaning velocrties essentral when 
pumping sludges and slurries. Flange can 
be rotated in 90” increments. 

ACCESSORY CONNECTION is threaded 
to allow the attachment of measuring 
rnstruments or can be used for draining. 
The connection can also be rotated in 90” 
increments and can be used for gauges or 
other Instrumentation. Accessories can be 
added In any positron. 



NEMO@ NM SERIES FEATURES 

NEMO@ S-Geometry offers: 
0 Multiple stages 
m Pressure capabilities up to 1 000 psi 
n Used where lower internal velocities 

are required 
S-Geometry (Standard/ 

NEMOO L-Geometry offers: 
1 Twice the volume per cavity 
a Greater volumetric efficiency 
= Lower circumferential velocity 

The correct joint design for a NEMO@ 
Pump has a decisive influence on the 
reliability and the life cycle costs. A 
variety of criterra must be considered 
for this selection including operating 
conditions, resistance of materials, 
temperature and pressure of the 
conveying liquid and lubricant 
compatibility. NEMO@ totally sealed, 
oilflled joints are easily and quickly 
malntained because of a minimum 
number of parts. 

* Other joint optlons are avaiable 

Pin Joint with 

----I-- 

Pin Joint wrth 

NEMO@ NM Series 
Pumps are designed 
specifically for difficult 
pumping situations. 
You can be assured of 
the following’ 

m Low shear rate 
* Non-pulsating metered flow 
@ Volume practically unaffected by 

viscosity changes 
@ Flow that is proportional to 

the pump’s operating speed 
m High viscosity and solids content 

pumprng capabilities 

* Self-prrming 
m Low, medium and high pressure 

pumping capabilities 
q Non-vapor and air locking 

operation 
m Low noise levels 
= Flexibility in operation and 

mounting options 
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The NEMO@ SF series with patented* feed oversized open  throat auger  feeding system, 

screw design is manufactured to easily This system expands the possibilitres of 

handle materials with high viscosities. This efficiently pumping dry, non-f lowing 

pump incorporates NETZSCH’s exclusive materials. *Patent #EP 07  13974 

.  .  .  .  I .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . , , , ,  

The NEMO@ BT series offers a  vertical 

solution to your pumping requirements. 

Thir close coupled design is avarlable in 

immersion depths to meet your rndrvidual 

SP SERIES . . . . . . . ..I............ 
Like the SF series the NEMO” SF’ series 

Incorporates NETZSCH’s patented oversized 

.  .  . . I . .  1.  .  .  .  .  . , , .  

application needs.  These pumps deliver the 

same non-pulsat ing flow capabilit les as our 

other NM series pumps.  

,. 

auger  feeding system. In addition, this 

pump also tncludes counter rotating br idge 

breaking paddles, which elrmrnates the 

possibility of product bridging over the 

pump’s auger.  

The NEMO@ SO series, available In extended handled with this style pump. The open  

hopper  length, is designed to easily handle throat desrgn, auger  feed and  void feeding 

materials with high viscosities. Products that area ensure efficient feed rates to the rotor 

are semi-flowing to non-f lowing can be and  stator. 
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Hammermtihle CHM 
Hammer Mill CHM 



Hammermtihlen HM Hammer mills CHM 

tzgebiet 

Hammermijhlen werden gewtjhnlich dort eingesetzt, Hammer mills are usually used where the final particle 
wo das Endkorn nicht kteiner als ca.1 mm sein soI, z.B size should not be smaller than appr. 1 mm, e.g. fine- 
fein-, grob und vorzerkleinern, auflockern und zerfasern grinding, crushing, disaggregating and defibrating soft 
weicher bis mittelharter, kristalliner, sprijder, fettiger, to semihard, crystalline, brittle, fat, heat sensitive, tough 
wtirmeempfindlicher, ztiher und fasriger Stoffe, zum and fibrous substances, for breaking agglomerated or 
Aufschlagen von Mehrfachkorn und zum Desagglomerieren lumped particles. 
verklumpter Salze. 

dardausfchrung dard execution 

Solide SchweiOkonstruktion, ab der BaugrijBe 40/22 Solid steel welded housing, hinged as of type 40/22. 
aufklappbar. Sicherheitsvorrichtung als Verriegelung oder Safety appliance by locker or limit switch. Outside 
Endschalter in der Teilfuge. Aufienliegende Lagerung bearings and separate sealing of shaft to housing, therefore 
und separate Weilenabdichtung zum Geheuse, daher no grease release to milling chamber. 
kein Fettaustritt in die Mahlkammer. 

erausfiihrungen > ons 

Ausfiihrungen in rostfreiem und stiurebest6ndigem Stahl, Executions in corrosion and acid resistant steel, with 
mit Verschleifischutz, gasdicht oder druckstoQfest liefer- wear resistance, gastight and/or pressure tight available. 
bar. 



CONDUX-Cutting Granulators 
CS 300/400-11 - CS 650/1200-Ill A 
with diagonally divided machine housing 

CONDUX-Cutting Granulators The efficient granulators in several 
with diagonally divided housing sizes and variants guarantee an 
stand out due to their user- and economic crushing of a variety of 

NETZSCH 
mT;n+nr\^v.rr. 5”.,,^11.. T^“.rLr~IrL:^- ^I II- ._ ̂ L ^ ._ _I -I. mAR&mbe.rrrr&.,,m 



CONDUX-Cutting Granulators.. . 

The latest type CS 300/400-IIA to 
CS 650/1200-IllA machines with di- 
agonally divided housings from 
NETZSCH-CONDUX Mahltechnik 
are the logical development of our 
well-proven cutting granulator de- 
sign. increased operating and 
maintenance-friendliness and 
optimising efficiency were the most 
Important factors in the develop- 
ment and construction of this lat- 
est generation of granulators. 

All cutting granulators of the new 
type have a diagonally divided ma- 
chtne housing with the feed open- 
trig eccentrically positioned to give 
an optimum feed angle. 
Depending on the application, this 
machlne can be supplied with 2 or 
3 rows of bed knives 
The wide inlet opening of the “TE- 
Design“ with 2 bed knife rows in 
conjunction with the very advan- 
tageous feed angle allows the 
direct feeding of bulky, thin-walled 
parts, for example hollow compo- 
nents from blow or injection 
moulding including runners 

Cutting granulator CS 300/800-IllA; opened 

sectional view __-.--- I 

The “IIIA-design” with 3 bed knife 
rows was developed for crushing 
of, for example solid scrap parts 
and biaxial stretched foils. 
The top housing is hinged and can 
be opened rapidly to give access 
to the rotor and cutting area. Sieve 
removal can be carried out with- 
out the use of tools by swivelling 
the combined outlet and sieve bas- 
ket, which IS supported by gas filled 
struts. Standard maintenance work 
like sieve change, knife change or 
cleaning can be carried out In a 
m;ltter nf mini Itw 



. . .maintenance-friendly and efficient 

A&antages ( 
l double shear cut 

l diagonally divided, hinged 

m&tine housing 
l robust Wefded construction 

o comljact loti height 

l be&ring mounted outside 

cuttifig chamber 
l ‘ open, rigid cuiting rotor 
* rotor and bed’ knives exierna& 

adjustable 
‘o $ieve*ch&‘ge without the use 

of tools 

-type CS ?OO: 
‘l 

l integrated, compact sound- 

protection 
l vibration free, free standing 

o mobile (including sound 

protected model) 
o variable inlet geometry with 2 

or 3 rows of bed knives 

Options 
Cutting rotors of different con- 
struction and number of knives 
available to suit different products 
Slmllarly the materials of construc- 
tion can be chosen from a wide 
range of carbon and stainless 
steels. 

Cutting Granulator CS 400/600-IllA with Double Conveyor Belt 

/_ 

Applicatio,h ,/ 

Installations 
The type CS Cutting Granulator 
may be at the heart of the plant, 
but NETZSCH-CONDUX can supply 
a range of feed and discharge sys- 
tems, including reel feeding and 
belt conveyors, sound proofing, 
metal separation, filters and the as- 
sociated control equipment to 
complete turn-key installations at 
the customer’s request. 

Plastic~in$istfy: 
injection mbufding 

blow moqtds 
thermal mouids 
profile extrusion 

foil extrusion’ 
foam working 

Pharmaceutic4 industry 
Food jndustry 

Paper and cellulose industry 
Chemical ,industry 

Wood industjr 
Waste Recyciing industry 



Technical Data 

Type CS 300 
Machine size cs 300/400 CS 300/600 cs 300/800 cs 300/l 000 CS 30011200 
Rotor diameter mm 300 300 300 300 300 
Working breadth 

k"w" 
400 600 800 1000 1200 

Drive power 5,5 - 37 5,s 37 7.5 37 - 11-37 II-37 
Inlet opening IIA-design mm 440 x430 440x630 440x830 440x1030 440x1230 
Inlet opening IRA-design mm 340x430 340x630 340x830 340x 1030 340x1230 
Rotor knife rows amount 3 3 3 3 3 
Necessary floor space mm 1850x 1050 1850x1250 1850x 1450 1850x1650 1850x1850 
Weight kg =PP~. Cd 1000 ca 1250 ca 1500 ca 1750 ca 2000 

Type CS 400 
Machine size cs 400/400 CS 400/600 cs 400/800 cs400/1000 CS 400/1200 
Rotor diameter mm 400 400 400 400 400 
Working breadth 
Drive power i-E 

400 600 800 1000 1200 
15-55 15-55 15-55 15-55 22-75 

Inlet opening IIA-TE-design mm 400 x 430 400 x 630 400 x 830 510x 1030 510x1230 
Inlet opening IllA-design mm 310x430 310x630 310x830 310x 1030 310x 1230 
Rotor knife rows amount 3 bls 7 3 his 7 3 bls 7 3 7 bls 3 bis 7 
Necessary floor space mm 1900x1250 1900 x 1600 1900x1750 1900 x 2000 2000 x 2300 
Weight kg awr. 1300 1700 1830 1950 2100 

I a4 
* w, i , 

Type CS 650 
Machine size CS 650/800 CS 650/1000 CS 650/1200 
Rotor diameter mm 650 650 650 
Working breadth 800 1000 1200 
Drive power k”w” 37- 110 37- 110 37- 110 
Inlet opening IIA-TE-design mm 670 830 x 670 x 1030 730 x 1230 
Inlet opening IRA-design mm 670 x 830 670 x 1030 
Rotor knife rows amount 5 his 7 5 7 his 5 bls 7 
Necessary floor space mm 2450 x 2000 2440 x 2300 3800 x 2800 
Weight kg JPP~. 3600 4800 6000 

Alltpyes with 2 or 3 stator knife rows aval!able 

Subjecttotechnlcalchanges 

Mahltechnik GmbH 
Rodenbacher Chaussee 1 
D-63457 Hanau/Wolfgang 
Telephone +49 6181 506-01 
Telefax +49 6181 57 1270 
info@ncx.netzsch.com 
www.netzsch-condux.de 
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CONDUX Cutting Granulators 
CS 500/600-H A - CS 1000/2400-III A horizontally divided 

CONDUX Cutting Granulators with and operation comfort. The field of 
horizontally divided housing represent application includes the size reduc- 
the latest technical standard with tron of solid lumps, tubes, profiles, 
regard to universal operational possi- foils, fibers and other materials. 
hilltim rnhllctnecc arrident cafotu 



Taylormade design.. . 
CONDUX has developped Cutting 
Granulators that offer optimal 
conditions in a wide range of 
applications. Depending on the 
application, executions with diffe- 
rent numbers of knives and cutting 
geometry are available. 
Also the shape and execution of 
the rotor body is adapted to the 
specific application characteristics 
of the actual product. 
For easler handlrng, the machine 
housings are divided and 
hingeable vra a hydraulrc system. 
The screen inserts are easy to 
change. The knives can be 
adjusted outside the machine. The 
machines with 2 rows of stationary 
knives are especially suited for 
processing of thinwalled, volu- 
minous and bulky hollow bodies 
and disting’&ish themselves by their 
good acceptance behaviour. 
Compact parts, i.e. heavy extruder 
melt lumps and plates or stretched 
foils and fibers can be processed 
on the machine executron with 
3 rows of stationary knives. 

*.. Construction 

solid, welded execution 
upper part of housing resp. 
housing parts hingeable via sturdy 
frame joints 

Housing: Bearing: 
outside of the cutting chamber 
on both sides heavy self-alignrng 
roller bearings, pillow block hous- 
ing made of rolled steel each pil- 
low block IS equipped wrth a gres- 
se lubrication disc. 
For regreasing of the pullow blocks 
a dismounting of the bearings (is 

Rotor: 
welded constructron shaft material 
ultrasonic tested 
welded in hot condttion and stress 
relieved 

not necessai y) 

Cutting Granulator 

Cutting Granulator 
CS 650/l 200~IllA 

Rotary and stationary knives: 
high-alloy tool steel 
hardened, with adjusting screws at 
knive back 
adjusting outside the machine in 
knife adjusting tool 

Screen Removal: 
Screen insert alternatrvely manual 
or hydraulically hingeable 

Sealing between housing and 
rotor shaft: 
felt ring sealing, seal gas sealrng, 
or radial shaft sealrng rings 
(depending on application) 

Cutting action: 
depending on the applicatron 
given, the optimal cutting action 
resp. position of the rotary knives 
to the stationary knives WIII be 
determined, for example: 
double diagonal cut (DSS) 
or single diagonal cut (ESB) 



. . . The rotor designs 

Beam Support Rotor: heavy open 
rotor design, rotary knives sup- 
ported against cutting direction, 
rotor shaft over whole rotor length. 

. . . Inlet und Outlet 
systems 

additionally to the inlet and outlet 
systems, e.g. 
- conveying belts 
- dosing screws 
- lifting-hinging-devices 
- nip-roil systems 
- pneumatical conveying devices 
also further process control com- 
ponents, e.g. 
- metal detection 
- metal removal 
- dedusting units 
- exhaust gas filtration 
- noise protection nstallations 
are available according to custom- 
er’s request. 

Claw-Type Rotor: open execution, 
rotor shaft over whole rotor length, 
supported rotary knives, rotor star 
discs welded to rotor shaft. 

Multi-Edge Type Rotor: open rotor, 
rotary knives mounted in hanging 
position, size reduction with low fric- 
tion with optimal intake characterisi- 
tics 

*.. Special executions 

Additionally to the execution in 
stainless steel, for special applica- 
tions in the field of chemrcal and 
plastic industry, gas- and fluid-tight 
cutting granulators in heaviest, 
welded execution were develop- 
ped, with excellent access to grind- 
ing chamber. 
The shaft exit at the housing is 
rinsed with gas or fluid. 

Cage Rotor: the most open rotor 
design with lowest shear, forged 
shaft and discs 
rotor middle part is free of shaft, 

Cassette Rotor: closed, most solid ro- 
tor design, rotor can be water cool- 
ed, the number of knives can be alte- 
red by replacing knives with blanking 
plates. 

. . . and Single Soures 
Engineering 

Only by rntelligent completion of 
suitable accessories the cutting 
granulating becomes a complete 
recyclrng plant, ready for operation, 
and creates economic operation 
conditions at a maximum perfor- 
mance. 
CONDUX as single source supplier 
offers all this, optimal tuned with 
each other. 

cutting granulator 
CS 650/ 1600 III A, 
,,,,^I c. ̂ ,,- /_I l..,.-J..^..I:- 



Model CS 500 
Machine size CS 500/600 CS 500/800 cs 500/1000 cs 500/1200 CS 500/1600 
Rotor diameter mm 500 500 500 500 500 
Working width 

k”w” 
600 800 1000 1200 1600 

Drive capacity 55-110 55-110 55-110 75-132 75-132 
Inlet opening IIA-Version mm 665x630 700x830 700x1030 700x1230 - 
inlet opening IRA-Version mm 580x630 580x830 580x1030 580-1230 580x1630 
Rows of Rotary knives number 3 bls 7 5 bis 7 5 ba 7 5 bls 7 5 bls 7 
Area needed mm ca. 4000x3000 4000x3200 4000x3400 4000x3600 4000x4000 
Weight kg ca. 4200 5000 6000 6800 7800 

Model CS 650 
Machine size CS 650/1000 CS 650/1200 CS 650/1600 CS 650/2000 CS 650/2400 
Rotor diameter mm 650 650 650 650 650 
Working width 

;rw” 
1000 1200 1600 2000 2400 

Drive capacity 75-l 32 75-132 75-160 132-250 132-320 
Inlet opening IIA-Version mm 750x1030 750x1230 - 
Inlet opening IIIA-Version mm 730x1030 730x1230 730x1630 730x2030 730x2430 
Rows of Rotary knives number 5 bls 11 5 bls 11 5 bti II 5 bis 11 5 bis 11 
Area needed mm ca. 5000x4000 5000x4200 5000x4600 5000x5000 5000x5500 
Weight kg ca. 7000 9800 12000 13000 14000 

Model CS 800 
Machine size CS 800/1000 CS 800/1200 cs 800/1600 CS80012000 CS8OOi2400 
Rotor diameter mm 800 800 800 800 800 
Working width 

k"w" 
1000 1200 1600 2000 2400 

Drive cacity : & .,‘.; 110-160 110-160 132-250 160-320 160-400 
Inlet opening IIA-Versi’on mm 985x1030 985x1030 - 
Inlet opening IRA-Version mm 900x1030 900x1230 900x1630 900x2030 900x2430 
Rows of Rotary knives number 7 bis I3 7 brs 13 7 bis 13 7 bls 13 7 bis 13 
Area needed mm ca. 5000x4000 5000x4200 5000x4600 5000x5000 5000x5500 
Weight kg ca. 8800 11000 14000 18000 20000 

Model CS 1000 
Machine size CS 1000/1200 CS 1000/1600 CS1000/2000 CS 1000/2400 
Rotor diameter mm 1000 1000 1000 1000 
Working width 
Drive capacity ii; 

1200 1600 2000 2400 
200-315 200-400 250-500 320-500 

Inlet opening IIIA-Version mm 1115x1230 1115x1630 1115x2030 1115x2430 
Rows of Rotary knives number 9-15 9-15 9-15 P-15 
Area needed mm ca. 5000x4600 6000x5000 6000x5400 6000x5800 
Weight kg ca. 14000 18000 22000 24000 

Ail mode/s are available with 2 or 3 rows of stationary knives. 

Under reservation of techmcai changes 

NETZSCH-CONDUX 
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NiTZSCi-I-Mogendorf Gmbii 
Topferstrase 7 
O-56424 Mogendorf 
me hane+49/*623/96?.3~0 

P ieie ax +49126*3/962323 
nmg(rr netzsch corn 
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NEiZSCH Incorporated 
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